Welcome to the Halloween 2015 edition of
NIGHT TERRORS!! Even though the last issue
was just released recently, I always want to
have an issue out for Halloween, so I put this
one together just in time for the greatest
holiday of the year! In this issue, I visit "Trick
or Treat" and "Trick or Treats", both awesome
holiday themed movies from the 1980s. i Also
did a modern review of "We are still here"
which stars barbara crampton!

Bill Piper (Editor)
Contact: billgpiper@hotmail.com
URL: www.nightterrors-ezine.com
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All films presented in this magazine are copyrighted by their respective owners.
I make no claim to them.
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Trick or
Treat
High schooler Eddie
Weinbauer, aka Ragman, is a
recluse in life. He hates the
town he lives in but finds hope
in his rock and roll idol, Sammi
Curr. Sammi grew up in the
same town and was able to
"escape" and find fame in
heavy metal. Not too much
into the movie, we see a news report about a hotel fire that kills Sammi Curr. Eddie visits
local DJ, Nuke (played by Gene Simmons!) and speaks about Curr as if he was a rock
God. Nuke tries to bring Eddie back to reality, not to much avail. However Nuke has a
surprise and it's a 12" record of Curr's last song. He gives it to Eddie as a gift, an early
listen to a song that was not suppose to hit airwaves until Halloween night.
When Eddie finally gets to playing the record, a "Satanic" (aka backwards masking)
message is played. This message resonates with Eddie. The next day at school, Eddie
pulls a fast one on some jocks thanks to his new found motivation. Later that evening
Eddie tries to convince his friend Roger that the record is speaking to him but his friend
blows it off as to typical
gimmicky metal tactics. After
Roger leaves, Eddie takes his
record to another player, trying
to record the backward
message on cassette tape but
the message is not there!
Suddenly he starts hearing a
new voice coming from the
speakers, even referring to him
as Ragman! The voice starts
speaking to Eddie of a plan for
him, a plan of revenge! The
first part involves Eddie going
to a room at the school that is
used as a metal workshop. In
the room, Eddie comes across some of the jocks he pulled a prank on the day before. The
two jocks confront Eddie and bully him around until one of them (Tim) gets mysteriously
caught in a machine and almost dies before Eddie stops it. Obviously the otherworldly
spirit of Curr is behind this!
Later on we find Tim and his girlfriend in a car making out, Tim says he needs to step out
for a minute. Then his girlfriend, Genie, puts on a pair of headphones to listen to music
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while she waits. The tape, which Tim stole from Eddie and contains the possessed music,
puts her into a trance and at the same time, a ghostly appearance comes over her and
starts taking her clothes off while seducing her. She is aroused by this presence but when
she opens her eyes, she sees a huge demon on top of her!!! Talk about a shocker! This
incident puts Genie in the hospital and Tim rushes over to Eddie's house to confront him.
Eddie causes the fire in pumpkins to flame up, scaring Tim off. Eddie runs into the house
to speak to the record asking what happened to Genie. The voice from the record tells
him that they are to nail them
all and that it won't stop.
Eddie wants it all to stop which
in turns causes the voices to
get even more agitated. While
attempting to unplug his stereo,
Eddie is flung back and the
stereo then comes alive! A
bunch of strange things start to
happen in the room and
suddenly it stops. It's quiet for
a minute until Sammi Curr
appears! This spooks Eddie
and when Curr leaves, Eddie
phones Roger to destroy the
cassette tape Tim stole from
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him earlier. Roger breaks into Tim's car and takes the tape home. He tells Eddie that he
destroyed it but instead he plays it on his stereo. This causes Curr to show up and
threaten Roger to play the tape tonight (at the Halloween dance). If Roger does not, Curr
will kill him.

Later that night, Roger sneaks the tape into the party and starts to play it. While on the
phone with a girl (Leslie) at the party, Eddie can hear the tape in the background and
races off to the place to stop it. On the way, Eddie's car gets possessed by Sammi and is
driving all over the place. Meanwhile at the party, the tape's music sort of puts a stop to
the party atmosphere. The music is stopped for a band to take stage. The lead singer of
the band is messing with an amp when a hand appears from him, killing him and then
Curr shows up on stage! Talk about an entrance! Curr gets the audience to clap, building
momentum to which the band starts playing. Yes, the demonic spirit of Sammi Curr has
come back to the real world to play in front a local high school Halloween party! During
the guitar solo part of the song, Sammi's guitar starts shooting off lightning strikes into
the audience, killing anyone it hits! Now that's heavy metal! Obviously this causes
widespread panic and everyone in the place is running for their lives. Eddie finally gets
to the school and see the place in a panic. He finds Roger and tells him to kill the power
in the school while he goes off to find Leslie. While looking for her, Eddie finds the
cassette tape and proceeds to destroy it. Meanwhile Leslie is being stalked by Tim.
Unfortunately for Tim, Curr shows up and kills him via electrocution style! Eddie, Leslie
and Roger manage to get out of the school but once they do, Eddie is pointed out to the
cops and a chase then proceeds. Why the cops decide to chase him and why Eddie runs
is one of those logic gaps in the movie, but whatever. After getting away from the cops,
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Eddie tells Leslie about Curr. Eddie then gets to a phone to call Nuke, the radio DJ, to
stop him from debuting the new song on the radio. No one answers and thus Eddie and
Leslie run off to the station. However Curr is after them! After some skirmishes, Eddie
and Leslie finally make it to the radio station. Inside they find an electrical force
protecting the "radio tape". This causes Eddie to put into motion another plan in which
he gets into a car and drives off, calling out Curr to appear. He hopes to pull Curr's spirit
away from the radio station so Leslie can run in and destroy the tape. Eddie is successful
in luring Curr away from the station and we see Curr in the back of the car. Eddie then
nose dives the car into a local body of water. In the meantime, Leslie is inside the radio
station, destroying the tape (or should I say reels) that are no longer being protected.
Eddie escapes from the submerged car and goes back to the station to find Leslie. And
thus, they live happily ever after.

Trick or Treat is a very, very fun movie! It's quite cheesy but at the same time, very
entertaining. If you like heavy metal music, then this movie is definitely for you. The
cameos by Gene Simmons and Ozzy Osbourne are neat and not distracting. The
soundtrack is pretty killer as well. As of now, there is no blu-ray release here in the USA
and the only DVD we got was a budget release, which may not have been quite legit.
Overseas there has been blu-ray releases, so you may want to go after one of those.
Hopefully some company puts together a much needed and overdue special edition for
this movie!!
-bP
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Trick or
Treats
The movie starts off
with a couple on their
back porch, enjoying
the morning when a
knock on the door is
heard. The wife goes to
answer it and there are
some people from a
local mental intuition
there to pick up her
husband!! We're off to a good start! The husband, Malcolm, is unaware of what is
happening and then starts to fight off the two guys. He is finally caught and strapped up,
all the while his wife Joan watches idly. Malcolm is carried off and we fast forward
several years to the present day for the movie.
The movie then focuses on Linda, a young woman who is a struggling actress. She tells
her boyfriend that her
work/temp agency tells
her that she has to take
a babysitting job
otherwise they will
drop her. In order to do
her part time acting, she
has to work with them
thus she tells her
boyfriend, Brent, that
she will not be able to
go to his show tonight.
We see Linda head over
to the babysitting job.
Sure enough she is
babysitting Christopher,
the child of Joan and Malcolm. Joan is heading out with her boyfriend Richard (David
Carradine!) to a Halloween party. Meanwhile at Western State Hospital, we see Malcolm
playing dominoes with another inmate. Malcolm is determined to get out of the hospital.
At a bit of chit chat, Richard and Joan finally leave the house and Linda starts off the
night finding Christopher in a guillotine! Yes, the kid is a practical jokester and an
amateur magician. One trick after another he plays on Linda and pushes her patience!
Malcolm has developed a plan for his escape and puts it into action at the hospital. With
the help of another inmate, Malcolm manages to escape and is now heading off to find
his wife!
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Back at the house, Christopher continues to prank Linda, even going as far as a fake
drowning just so he could get her to give him mouth to mouth! Definitely an assholish

move, though some may some smooth move on his part! During all these shenanigans,
Linda keeps getting crank calls that are actually from Malcolm! He keeps calling the
house the closer he gets. Finally on one call, Malcolm speaks and says he's "coming to
take care of you darling!" Linda ignores this thinking it's Christopher. Speaking of
Malcolm, he's dressed up as a female nurse on his trip back to his house and runs into
some comedic situations as a
result. The movie as a whole is
actually more comedy than
horror.
As the movie progresses, you
start to feel sorry for Linda for
putting up with all the bullshit
from the night between the kid,
the phone calls and trick or
treaters. It's a wonder if she
didn't just snap and started
killing people! We are
introduced to a side character
Andrea, who is a film editor friend of Linda's. Linda needs a tape and asks Andrea to
bring it over later in the evening. Before she can get there, Malcolm shows up at the
house. He snoops around but does not see anyone right away as Linda is outside and
Christopher is hiding, ready to prank Linda once again.
Andrea shows up at the house with Linda's tape but cannot locate anyone. She walks
around the house until she hears a noise from up in the attic. Upon investigation,
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Malcolm jumps out and stabs her in what is probably the most anti-climatic kill set up
ever. Malcolm then realizes he fucked up and it was not his wife.
Linda has started to finally accept these pranks and they no longer phase her. This puts
her guard down and Malcolm heads downstairs and sneaks up on her. He believes that
Linda is Joan and starts talking to her, telling her not to look back. She does not know

who it is until she sneaks a small mirror out and sees that it is not Christopher behind her
but rather a strange man. Malcolm starts to go after her but she runs off and through the
house. After what seems to be a very long hide and seek / chase sequence, Linda runs
into Christopher's room. Apparently Christopher dozed off but has awaken and Linda
gets him to help alter the guillotine gag to act as a real one! They set their trap and await
for the killer to come into the room. He sneaks in through the back way and right into
their trap, which he basically falls right into the guillotine and it's dropped on his neck,
killing him. Linda heads downstairs to call the police and we see Chris pick up
Malcolm's knife and smile. The movie ends with Chris sneaking behind Linda, raising
the knife. Does he kill her? This is left up to the viewer.
First off, I apologize for the screen shots. I only own this movie on blu-ray and have no
way of doing screen caps therefore I had to resort to a VHS rip that is on youtube. For
shame, I know. As for the movie, I really enjoy it. I showed it to my teenage sons and
they all really liked it as well. The movie sort of dragged at the end but the rest of the
movie was a fun Halloween based flick. If you're expecting a gore filled slasher, look
elsewhere. But if you like horror comedies, then this one is worth checking out. The
DVD and Blu-ray was released by Code Red and are a bit pricey but the BD looks great
and I highly recommend it!
-bP
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Modern Review: We Are Still Here
I did not know anything about this movie until I
received the blu-ray. I pre-ordered it off amazon
solely based on the amazing artwork and the fact it
was a new movie starting Barbara Crampton! I was
pleasantly surprised when I got the blu-ray and
finally watched this haunted house flick.
The story involves an older couple who recently
lost their young adult child in a car accident. The
husband, Paul Sacchetti, decided to take his wife,
Anne, and move to a new house and start over.
Paul is able to try and move on with his life while
Anne is still grief stricken and can barely cope.
Anne believes she can still feel her son's presence
with them but that's not entirely the case. The
presence she's feeling, or should I say presences, is
that of spirits that once occupied their new home
many years ago. As the movie unfolds, we find out that the house contains the vengeful
spirits of the Dagmar family. The whole town knows of them and the house and they lure
people to the house as a sacrifice to the spirits. The movie harkens back to the haunted
house movies of the 70s and it's slow build eventually leads up to the end in which a lot
of characters get their just desserts!
Those who are tired of fast paced, teenage horror of today will want to check this out.
The movie takes it time moving along and features an older cast! It's nice to see horror
films with people other than teens/young adults! I also loved the fact that Barbara
Crampton is in the movie. She still is great after all these years and I love seeing her in
modern movies. I did not realize this when I was watching this movie but after hearing
an interview with the movie creators, the movie was inspired by Lucio Fulci's "The
House by the Cemetery." Looking back now, you can definitely tell it was! Not exactly
a full blown remake, but it's a bit more than a homage. I hang my head in shame as I did
not catch this upon first viewing! lol

Rating: 7/10
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MGM Midnite Movie:
The Monster that Challenged the World
Synopsis: Creeping dread! Crawling terror!
Oozing fear! The local beaches go from funfilled swim-fest to horrifying slugfest when a
horde of gargantuan vampire snails ooze their
way into the water supply - and threaten to suck
the life out of mankind! Packed with nervejangling "suspense and excitement" (Variety),
this slimy sci-fi thriller delivers "superior
monster action"(VideoHound's Movie Guide)
that'll pull the most hardened sci-fi cynic right
out of his shell!
Fun Facts!
* The bulk of the underwater scenes was shot
off the coast of Los Angeles, at Catalina Island;
the close-ups were filmed later - in a tank filled
with water and plastic seaweed!
I love sci-fi movies from the 1950s. The
monsters usually look pretty good, the plots are
usually full of pseudo science that makes no sense but sounds good and the characters
can be quite naive. That being said, it adds up to some great fun. Sadly this movie does
not live up to those standards. I will say the monsters look great in this movie!
Unfortunately we do not see them much and the rest of the movie is filled with a plot that
is uninteresting and is hard to keep your interest. Fans of 50s scifi flicks will want to
check this out, but otherwise, you may want to skip it. MGM released this as a
standalone as well as a double
feature with "IT! Terror from
Beyond Space." The double feature
is the way to go as IT! is an
awesome movie! MGM released
Monster in an open matte transfer
and it looks / sounds pretty decent.
Kino recently released a blu-ray
version of Monster that properly
frames it in the standard widescreen
ratio. The blu-ray looks/sounds
quite a bit better than the DVD, but
really you can't go wrong with either
version.
-bP
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X-Ray
X-Ray, aka Hospital Massacre, is an early 80s slasher set in a hospital! Believe it or not,
this came out around the same time as Halloween 2. How does it compare to that movie?
Let's find out!
Like most slashers of that era, we begin with a childhood flashback. This involves a preteen Susan and her friend Dave. They hear a knock at the door and come to find out, a
valentine has been left. They open it to see it was from Harold. Apparently this boy is
very disliked as the two laugh at the thought of this and rip up the valentine. Susan
leaves the room for a bit but when she comes back, she finds Dave murdered! Harold
was outside the window this whole time and seen what they did to his valentine. So off
the bat, we have our potential killer. But like other slasher movies we do not know who
the killer is during the modern time frame of the movie.
Nineteen years later we find Susan heading to the hospital to pick up some test results.
This test results are strange and the doctors recommend Susan go through another round
of tests. Her original tests were fine but the problem is they were switched with bogus
results! Someone wants it seem that Susan has a problem and is kept at the hospital.
Over the course of the rest of the movie we see
the killer take out doctors and other staff before
being discovered by Susan. The movie's pace
was pretty slow. Some scenes just dragged on
and on for no reason. The scene where Susan is
getting an exam by the doctor, while she was
topless, is full blown exploitation with it's use of
gratuitous nudity. It's kind of funny how slow
the scene plays out as you know exactly why the
movie makers went this route. One could probably edit half of this movie out and would
have made for a better film. As it stands, X-Ray is an ok slasher that has a decent amount
of gore for fans of the genre.
-bP
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Quick Word:
Breeders
Synopsis: Fearing that their city is the target
of a serial rapist, Manhattan Detective Dale
Andriotti finds an unlikely ally in Dr. Gamble
Pace when they are teamed up to investigate
the brutal crimes. Their suspicions,
unbelievable as they may seem, will lead them
to a terrifying discovery that an alien life form
is impregnating women to reproduce its
species.
Quick Word: Take a 50s style monster and
mix it with a TON of sleaze and you have
BREEDERS! The story, what little there is,
involves virgin women getting raped by an
unknown monster. These women do not remember what happened to them and the
movie focus on these events for most of it's running time. It is not until the last third of
the movie does the main characters start to piece things together. That being the case,
one does not watch this type of movie for it's story. The movie is full of gratuitous nudity
and gore. The women are attractive and the kills / makeup is decent, considering this is a
very low budget movie. I recently picked up the blu-ray and it's quite an upgrade from
previous DVD and VHS releases. The BD transfer definitely brings out the low budget
effects and it sort of kills it in some of the scenes. But other than that, the movie looks
the best it ever has and I highly recommend picking up that disc rather than the early
MGM dvd.
-bP
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Budget DVD Mini-Review:

title: Virgin Sacrifice
company: Alpha
info: Samson heads to the jungle to round up animals for a circus. When he arrives, he
finds an associate of his murdered. Apparently his associate tried to capture the sacred
tiger of the jungle and was killed by the local natives. Samson came across this tiger
before knowing this information and had killed it in self defense. This pisses off the
natives who now must do a virgin sacrifice to appease the spirits of their ancestors.
video: Not too bad, some specks here and there. Looks like 16MM sourced. The image
is kind of soft and the compression isn't that great, but that tends to be an Alpha
trademark. Baudio: Flat, but otherwise fine. B
extras: Typical Alpha propaganda.
overall: While the movie is short (64 minutes), it does drag in certain points and could
have easily been edited down to under 50 minutes without missing a beat. Not as sleazy
as the cover art implies either, which was a bit disappointing. However, it's not a bad
way to waste a hour.

Happy Halloween everyone!!!!!!!!!
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